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	[image: ]The Complete Idiot's Guide to the Internet, 9780130432483 (0130432482), Prentice Hall, 2001
A great resource for the inexperienced cybertraveler. Introduces you to Web multimedia, gopher, chat, and telnet and teaches you how to create your own Web page. Previous edition c1999. Softcover.

       Easily accessible and fun overview of everything the Internet  has to offerThe new edition weeds out some coverage of lesser used  Internet features (such as Archie and Gopher) replacing them with hot  up-to-date coverage of live audio, conferencing, and push mediaThe  Complete Idiot's Guide to the Internet, 4th Edition is an updated  version of one of Que's best-selling Complete Idiot's GuidesSpecial  Lycos Yellow Pages section highlights the best of the most popular  Lycos Web sitesNew users are especially concerned about security and  online transactions according to recent surveys. This book will cut  through the myths and explain the tools and concepts surrounding these  for this audience  - Provides an easily accessible and fun overview of  everything the Internet has to offer
- Weeds out some coverage of  lesser-used Internet features (such as Archie and Gopher) replacing  them with hot up-to-date coverage of live audio, conferencing, and push  media  

- Includes a special Lycos Yellow Pages section, which  highlights the best of the most popular Lycos Web sites

       You're nobody's fool. You figure the Internet is more than a place for people who gamble with their credit cards, online chatterers, and celebrity adoration pages, but you've never really explored it. The Complete Idiot's Guide to the Internet, Sixth Edition, makes sense of the Web World. From an Internet overview, through email and browsers, and newsgroups and more, this book untangles it all, and makes the most of your Internet navigation. Written in a language that speaks to you, makes you laugh, and heck, might even make you money, this best-seller has you up and surfing successfully in no time.

       About the Author
   

Peter Kent is the author of all six of the bestselling The Complete Idiot's Guide® to the Internet  books.  He has been training computer users and documenting software for the past 18 years.  He has also written articles that have appeared in  Internet World, Windows Magazine and Computer World, and writes the syndicated column Geek News.  Peter is the founder of BizBlast.com, a major e-business service provider.  
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Chemometrics: From Basics to Wavelet Transform (Chemical Analysis: A Series of Monographs on Analytical Chemistry and Its Applications)John Wiley & Sons, 2004
All the tools chemists need to analyze chemical data and produce more useful information
The statistical and mathematical methods of chemometrics present a wide array of modeling and processing tools for maximizing useful information from experimental data. These methods both reduce time spent in the laboratory and allow researchers to extract...
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PICAXE Microcontroller Projects for the Evil GeniusMcGraw-Hill, 2010

	WHIP UP SOME FIENDISHLY FUN PICAXE MICROCONTROLLER DEVICES


	"Ron has worked hard to explain how the PICAXE system operates through simple examples, and I'm sure his easy-to-read style will help many people progress with their PICAXE projects."


	This wickedly inventive guide shows you how to program,...
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Hadoop: The Definitive GuideYahoo Press, 2010

	
		Discover how Apache Hadoop can unleash the power of your data. This comprehensive resource shows you how to build and maintain reliable, scalable, distributed systems with the Hadoop framework -- an open source implementation of MapReduce, the algorithm on which Google built its empire. Programmers will find details for analyzing...
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Mixed Media: Moral Distinctions in Advertising, Public Relations, and JournalismLawrence Erlbaum Associates, 2003
Media professionals spend a great deal of time talking about "doing the right thing". Why is it then that the consumers of mass media perennially find so much fault with the "ethics" of the disseminators of news, information, and entertainment? What has led the purveyors of mass communication to believe and act the way they do?...
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The I Love My Air Fryer Keto Diet Recipe Book: From Veggie Frittata to Classic Mini MeatloafSimon & Schuster, 2019

	175 fast, easy, and delicious meals combining the hottest diet trend—the low-carb, high-fat keto diet—with the latest must-have kitchen appliance—the air fryer. 

	

	While an appliance that promises a lower-fat cooking method like the air fryer may seem counterintuitive to the high-fat keto diet,...
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Deficit: Why Should I Care?Apress, 2012

	At the turn of this century, the American national debt stood at just under $6 trillion and the deficit at a "mere" $86 billion. Today, the national debt has topped $15 trillion, and the yearly deficit for 2012 is projected at a whopping $1.2 trillion. This new, second edition of Deficits: Why Should I Care?...
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